We solved ragging problems for Sheridan

ARKANSAS

PROBLEMS PRE-DERAGGER

- Ragging of these belt drive pumps meant that belts were constantly having to be replaced, usually a few times each month.
- Recently, one set of belts only lasted three days before they needed replacing.

SOLUTION

- DERAGGER™+ units were installed and commissioned, using Real Time Pump Protection™ to prevent ragging and keep the pumps running clean.

BENEFITS

- Since installation in May 2018, no belts have had to be replaced.
- Ragging has been eliminated by the DERAGGER™+.

"We were replacing belts on our pumps two or three times per month. They were burning out from the pumps getting ragged up, and in the months since we put in the DERAGGER, we haven’t had to replace one belt."

Dennis Rogers, Sheridan Wastewater

Information provided by Sheridan, AR.